HOLISHIP - Year 2 Public Workshop

Aim and Participants of the Workshop:
The aim of the workshop is to update the HOLISHIP consortium, the maritime industry and academic community about the progress of work 24 months after the start of the HOLISHIP project (www.holiship.eu/). The workshop will be focusing on presentations of project demonstrators developed or being under development in the frame of the HOLISHIP platforms CAESES (WP7) and HOLISPEC/RCE (WP8). Attendants of the workshop are representatives of the HOLISHIP consortium, the maritime industry and academic community. For external participants prior registration is necessary via https://www.surveymonkey.de/r/HOLISHIP_Public_Workshop_Trieste until 20/09/2018.

Venue:
Sala «Piccola Fenice», Via S. Francesco d’Assisi 5, TRIESTE - Italy

Date:
27/09/2018

Final Agenda:

08:30-09:00 Registration and Coffee  30min
09:00-09:20 Welcome by local organisers Paolo Guglia, FC / Carlo Cau, CET
Alberto Marinò, Mare - FVG (Regional Technology Cluster):
FVG Regional ecosystem of maritime technologies  10min
Moderator: Apostolos Papanikolaou, HSVA

09:20-09:45 Overview of Project Developments
Jochen Marzi, HSVA:
HOLISHIP project: 24M progress of work  25min

09:45-10:00 Apostolos Papanikolaou, HSVA:
Introduction to the HOLSHIP software platforms  15min

10:00-10:45 Design Methodology and Tool Integration / Platforms
Stefan Harries, FSS:
CAESES - The HOLSHIP Platform for Process Integration and Design Optimization  45min

10:45-11:00 Coffee and Networking  15min

11:00-11:45 Maarten Flikkema, MARIN:
HOLISPEC/RCE - The HOLISHIP Platform for distributed working and virtual demonstration  45min

11:45-13:00 Focus on Applications and Demonstrations
Alan Guegan, SIREHNA:
Modelling system connectivity and fault propagation  20min

Sverre Torben / Martijn de Jongh, RR:
Machinery and Power system in Holistic design process - AC OSV  20min

Christoph Steinbach, DMC:
Various fidelity level rudder force models for the merchant application case  20min
Discussion  15min

13:00-14:00 End of Workshop / Lunch and Networking  60min

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 689074

Contact for workshop: Carola Dörrie, CMT, doerrie@cmt-net.org, +49-40-6920876-0